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ABSTRACT

THEORY: CRITICAL REGIONALISM
Plants look like animals, animals look like rocks, rocks look like animals, plants look like
rocks, animals look like plants. The sun bursts o\ er the horizon, immediately filling an
enormous sky with incredible light. Textures and colors emanate. A unification of the
maker, his creation, and me.
Emerging from the desert.

FACILITY: REGIONAL ART C E N T E R
The medium through which I will respond is a Regional Art Center. The Chora Fine Arts
I'orum wiU serve as a stage in which to contribute to the understanding and pleasure of the
Arts.

CONTEXT: SAN A N T O N I O , TX
Within San Antonio, people are accustomed to, and have clcarh expressed the pride in their
cultural identity, an identity that is also very appealing to visitors. This pnjject should
protect and reinforce the uniqueness of San .Vntonio, contributing most to the essential
character of the district such as: color, indigenous materials, and cultural histon. Engaging
its surroundings to reveal the place's essence, translating into a more profound experience of
the land, sky, climate, and \'istas. Understanding a landscape created by something other than
man, bringing serenit) and Harmony through a commitment to architecture. This is a place
of art, meditation, and companionship. A place where man can make peace with himself,
where his passions and desires may be confessed, forgi\ en, ad faith in the beauty of
humanit\' proclaimed.

OVERRIDING ISSUES

TRANSITION
Responding to the sequence of arrival and movement from beginning to end, from public
spaces to private spaces, memorable and dramatic from the distance or up close; viewed
from above, viewed from the ground; the \-isitor is filled with surprise and anticipation of
arrival. (Moshe Safdie, Lecture, Toronto, Canada, 1999)

Goat:
(^hora should integrate pedestrians and artists to tie the people of San Antonio to their
culture. The integratKm should be clear and understandable as the ri\er, with crossroads and
clearings, paths and nodes.

Potential Design Response:
International Center. Lake Flato Architects. San .\ntonio,TX

T H E WALL
Invited to participate in the design of the master plan for Solana. Legoretta was responsible
for establishing architectural character for the business complex to be built on this barren
prairie land. Legoretta asked the members of the design team to \isit an old convent with
him so they could understand his perception of walls and their meaning in Mexican
architecture. (Luis Zapiain, Interview, Architect of Record for Solana, [Ricardo Legoretta,
1991] 1999)

Goal:
At Chora the walls should enclose individual compounds and provide an overall unit\ to the
entire complex, yet they should respect the unique architectural character of each
compound. (Zapiain)

Potential Design Response:
Solana Dallas, TX. Ricardo Legoretta .Vrchitect

LIGHT
The ever-changing rays of the sun glare at midday to wash out bright colors and reduce them
to pastel shades. In the afternoon and in the rainy season, however, the re\'erse happens:
colors absorb the yellow and red rays of the sun, or moisture from the rain, and become
almost iridescent. (Luis Ortega, Interview, Artist, San Antonio, TX, 1999)

Goal:
Light should give life and character to architectural space, to manipulate the effect of planes,
materials, and textures.

Potential Design Response:

SCALE
The scale of a building or space is determined by the relationship between a building or
space and its parts, and is thus an element that indicates whether a space is perceived as
intimate, monumental, or in between. (Ricardo Legoretta, Transcribed Lecture, AIA
Regional Conference, 1995)

Goal:
Since the site is on the riverfront it should not overwhelm the skyUne, and should not
overpower pedestrians at neither the street nor the river level.

Potential Design Response:
yVrt Pace Center. Lake Flato Architects. San /Vntonio, TX

COLOR
Color is an integral part of the world around us, a symbol of our emotions; a fundamental,
vernacular element. (Legoretta)

Goal:
Colcjr should be used to enrich space, to dramatize or e^•oke an emotional response, or to
enhance one's experience. Users must become emotionally invoh ed with space; they must
react t( > it or become engaged with it. Opposite to strict modernism, which attempts to
disengage the user by providing anonymous space. (Legoretta)

Potential Design Response:

Art Pace Center. Lake Flato Architects. San Antonio,TX
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WATER AND COURTYARDS
In Hispanic tradition, large courtyards are the center for social activities and smaller patios
lend privacy, water is typically incorporated to signature the integration of man and nature.
(Zapiain)

Goal:
At Chora water elements should be pulled into the courtyard to create a relaxing
atmosphere, offering a passive experience while emphasizing the rivers importance.

Potential Design Response:
International Center. Lake Flato Architects. San Antonio

MATERIALS
The regional uses of materials are the result of Mexican, European, and Texan traditions. .\
use, not in a nostalgic manner, but the coupling of traditional means of expression with the
new technology of today. (Mac Chesney, Interview, Architect, 1999)

Goal:
To combine diverse textures of nature reinterpreted into both natural and unique man-made
materials, i.e. stone and adobe, metal and glass. Combine the drama of the natural setting
and protection from it. Shelter: light and dark, ob\ lous and subtie places. The inside
contains the opposite of the outside: formal geometn in contrast to the organic/sensual.

Potential Design Response:
Georgia O'Keefe Museum. Santa Fe, NM.Gluckman. Architect
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DESIGN CONCEPTS
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SCHEME C

SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND SPACE
RELATIONSHIPS

ADMINISTRATORS OFFICE
User:

Faculty

Intimacy:

Semi-Private

No. users:

1

Area/User:

300 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

300 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Torpedo Art
Center

Total Area:

300 sq. ft.

Business concerning the facility is conducted in this
area. These include the coordination of guest artists,
revolving exhibits, payroll, and managerial duties.
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ASST. ADMINISTRATORS OFFICE
User:

Faculty

Intimacy:

Semi-Private

No. users:

1

Area/User:

180 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

180 sq.ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Torpedo Art
Center

Total Area:

180 sq.ft.

Assist Administrator in items stated above.

SECRATARY
User:

Faculty

Intimacy:

Semi-Private

No. users:

1

Area/User:

100 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

100 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Torpedo Art
Center

Total Area:

100 sq. ft.

Typical secretarial duties.
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STAFF BREAK ROOM
User:

Faculty

Intimacy:

Semi-Public

No. users:

3

Area/User:

40 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

120 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Torpedo Art
Center

Total Area:

120 sq. ft.

1

X
^

1

\

^

i

This area is used by the administrative staff for
coffee, coke machine, etc...

FACULTY RESTROOMS
User:

Faculty

Intimacy:

Private

No. users:

1

Area/User:

100 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

100 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

2

Documentation

Graphic
Standards

Total Area:

200 sq. ft.

Used by the administrative staff
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COPY / SUPPLY
User:

Faculty

Intimacy:

Semi-Public

No. users:

2

Area/User:

60 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

120 sq.ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
HKS

Total Area:

120 sq. ft.

Copy machine, fax, and printer.

RECEPTION
User:

AJl

Intimacy:

Semi-Public

No. users:

1

Area/User:

80 sq. ft

Area/Space:

80 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Stud):
Business of
Art Center

Total Area:

80 sq. ft.

This area would scr\-e as a node from which to direct
flow and provide information and instruction. The
space would also serT.e as security' for the galleries.
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ARCHIVES / LIBRARY
User:

Artists

Intimacy:

Semi-Private

No. users:

3

Area/User:

133 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

400 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Business of
Art Center

Total Area:

400 sq. ft.

Both the staff and the artists will have access to the
small collection of books and periodicals for
reference. Since the Librar\- is near the site, a \-cn^
large space is not required.

GALLERY
User:

All

Intimacy:

Public

No. users:

40

Area/User:

80 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

2400 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Torpedo Art
l''actor\'

Total Area:

2400 sq. ft.

There will be a revolving gallery for
temporary exhibits as well as a space for permanent
exhibits. To be considered are paintings, sculpture,
furniture, and fashion apparel.
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TOOL ROOM
User:

Artists

Intimacy:

Semi-Private

No. users:

1

Area/User:

150 sq.ft.

Area/Space:

150 sq.ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Graphic
Standards

Total Area:

150 sq.ft.

Used for the storage of the tools used in the shop.
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SHOP
User:

Artists

Intimacy:

Semi-Private

No. users:

10

Area/User:

55 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

550 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Graphic
Standards

Total Area:

550 sq. ft.

The shop is for the construction needed in
setting up and displaying the exhibits. It woiJd also
be used in the designing of furniture and sculpture.
This should be in an area that offers ease of transfer
for the pieces, but far enough so that it does not
cause unnecessary noise or mess.

BEDROOMS
User:

Artists

Intimacy:

Private

No. users:

1

Area/User:

150 sq.ft.

Area/Space:

150 sq.ft.

No. Spaces:

5

Documentation

Case Study:
Santa Fe
Terminal Lofts

Total Area:

750 sq. ft.

The apartments are provided for a select group of
visiting artists, lecturers and other designers.
FlexibUit}' is vital since different visitors would most
likely require different living arrangements.
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BATHROOMS
User:

Artists

Intimacy:

Private

No. users:

1

Area/User:

75 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

75 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

5

Documentation

Case Study:
Santa Fe
Terminal Lofts

Total Area:

275 sq. ft.

For the artist apartments only.

LIVING ROOM
User:

Artists

Intimacy:

Private

No. users:

1

Area/User:

120 sq. ft

Area/Space:

120 sq.ft.

No. Spaces:

5

Documentation

Case Study:
Santa Fe
Terminal Lofts

Total Area:

600 sq. ft.

A place inside the artists apartments to read, reflect.
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Apartment Concept

LOBBY
User:

All

Intimacy:

Public

No. users:

50

Area/User:

20 sq. ft

Area/Space:

1000 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Business of
Art Center

Total Area:

1000 sq. ft

The lobby should function as a transitional
area that leads the \isitor into or out of the building.
Security should be near this area t< > keep track of
people within the building.
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S H I P P I N G / RECEIVING
User:

Faculty

Intimacy:

Semi-Private

No. users:

4

Area/User:

125 sq. fit

Area/Space:

500 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
HKS

Total Area:

500 sq. ft.

The shipping and recehing area wiU ser\'e
the entire Art Center. This space will function as a
service entrance and wiU also be used for packing,
unpacking, loading and unloading of artwork,
supplies, and any other necessan- equipment. A
storage room will be provided adjacent to the
shipping and recening area to tempi)raril\ hold
valuable material. This will keep material away from
traffic and help a\ oid possible damage. The space
should have some form of shelter from the
elements.

MECHANICAL / JANITORIAL
User:

I'acultA-

Intimacy:

Semi-Private

No. users:

4

Area/User:

100 sq. ft

Area/Space:

400 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documen tation

Case Study:
HKS

Total Area:

400 sq. ft.

These spaces wiU contain the materials needed to
maintain the interior and exterior spaces.

SCULPTURE GARDEN
User:

All

Intimacy:

Public

No. users:

40

Area/User:

80 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

2400 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Torpedo Art
Factory

Total Area:

2400 sq. ft.

Objects should be kept in a controlled field
of vision. The garden could be separated into
smaller spaces on different levels.

C O N F E R E N C E ROOM
User:

Faculty /
Artists

Intimacy:

Semi-Public

No. users:

15

Area/User:

20 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

300 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
HKS

Total Area:

300 sq. ft.

The conference room will be used by the
administrators and the artists to organize events and
maintain the Center in working condition. Small
presentations by the artists can also take place in this
room.
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RESTROOMS
User:

All

Intimacy:

Public

No. users:

10

Area/User:

20 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

200 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

6

Documentation

Case Study:
HKS

Total Area:

1200 sq. ft.

The restrooms should be easily accessible
from the lobby area and without deternng from the
visual appeal of the lobby.

LECTURE HALL
User:

All

Intimacy:

Public

No. users:

50

Area/User:

30 sq. ft

Area/Space:

1500 sq.ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Time Savers
Standard

Total Area:

1500 sq. ft.

A lecture hall wiU provide the opportunit)- for
artists to hold classes for the community to
educate the community or fellow artists on a
particular style or method for which the artist
may be known, (ir to present research. The
lecture hall will contain the necessary' storage
spaces for equipment The lecture hall will allow
for various forms of presentations (film.
computer, overhead projector, sound system).

STUDIOS
User:

Artists

Intimacy:

Semi-Public

No. users:

1

Area/User:

600 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

600 sq. ft.

No. Spaces:

7

Documentation

Case Study:
Torpedo Art
Factory

Total Area:

4200 sq. ft.

A sufficient number of studios for artists are
to be provided. These studios wiU be used for
project work. Each artist is to furnish his own
equipment/tools. Therefore, the space should be
open, spacious, and must be flexible to adapt to each
of the artists' needs.
Studios will consist of durable materials that are easy
to clean and maintain.
Ceiling heights should be approximately 12 feet to
accommodate large pieces of zirtwork.
Sinks/lavatories should be included in the studio to
help maintain the area clean.

CAFE
User:

AU

Intimacy:

Public

No. users:

50

Area/User:

30 sq. ft.

Area/Space:

1500 sq.ft.

No. Spaces:

1

Documentation

Case Study:
Grano Cafe
Montreal, QC

Total Area:

1500 sq.ft.

A sufficient number of studios for artists are
to be provided. These studios w ill be used for
project work. Each artist is to furnish his own
equipment/tools. Therefore, the space should be
open, spacious, and must be flexible to adapt to each
of the artists' needs.
Studios win consist of durable materials that are easy
to clean and maintain.
Ceiling heights should be appro.ximately 12 feet to
accommodate large pieces of artwork.
Sinks/lavatories should be included in the studio to
help maintain the area clean.
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SPACE SUMMARY

space

Area / Space (sq. ft.)

Administrator's Office

300

300

Asst. Administrators Office

180

180

Secretary

100

100

Staff Break Room

120

120

Staff Restrooms

100

200

Copy / Supply

120

120

Reception

80

80

Archives / Library

400

400

Gallery

2400

2400

Tool Room

150

150

Shop

550

550

Bedrooms

150

750

Bathrooms

75

275

Living Rooms

120

600

Ixibbv

1000

1000

Shipping / Receiving

500

500

45

No. Spaces

Total Area

Mech / Janitorial

400

1

400

Sculpture Garden

2400

1

2400

Conference Room

300

1

300

Restrooms

200

6

1200

lecture Hall

1500

1

1500

Studios

600

7

4200

Cafe

1500

1

1500

Total

47 spaces

19,225 sq. ft.

Gross Based on a factor of 1.3

Gross Total:

24,993 sq. ft.

SOLUTION
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APPENDIX A: FACILITY SUMMARY
T h e Chora Art Center is d e s i g n e d to:
Facilitate the development of artistic and business skiUs of artists
Increase public knowledge of art processes, art forms and issues
Provide a stimulating creative environment, which will contribute to the
understanding and pleasure of art.

T h e c o m p o n e n t s o f the program include:
Business Incubator
()ffering low cost, equipped, shared studio spaci in a creative environment.
Art Institute
Offering classes, workshops, and seminars b) regional and national artists.
Exhibition Galleries
Featuring w( irks of art for public appreciation, study, and sale. Focusing on providing
exposure for Texas artists, and in\(iK-ing studio artists in the practical issues of operating
a gaUen
Gift Shop
Representing Texas artists, which provides an opportunit) tor studio artists to directly
experience a retail business. The shop also provides earned income for the facility.
Communit) Center
Serving San Antonio and the hill cc niiitn region and showcasing the nch cultural
diversin of this area.

T h e m e a n s by w h i c h this will be realized:
a physical site for the development o f their craft;
access and practice with equipment and techniques;

communication, interaction, and support of other artists;
a forum for exposure to the public through openings and gallery shows.
educational programs on marketing, production, and distribution;
phones and other office equipment;
a mailing address, conference and meeting space for artist;
A resource librar)' for arts information;
A forum for interaction with successful artists, graduates of the BAC, and other
associates of the BAC in the arts business;
Access to potential customers through special shows and galler\ exhibits.
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APPENDIX B: CONTEXT SUMMARY

San Antonio's wealth of natural resources has contributed to the City's cultural
heritage and development patterns. The convergence of prairie, plains, and plateau
landscapes, united by flowing streams of abundant, clean water and situated above a great
underground reservoir, has drawn people to this region from prehistoric times to the
present, and has shaped settiement patterns and economic development Dedicated
protection of this unique combination of high quality natural resources is key to maintaining
the City's future economic vitality and high quality of life for all citizens.
Although planning looks to the fumre, it is grounded m the realities of the present and the lessons of
the past. Thus, it is appropriate to review San Antonio's planning legacy.
Planning had its inception in San Antonio with the first Spanish migration into this region at
the close of the Seventeenth Century. A directive known as the Laws of the Indies was used
by the Spanish to control colonization and development in New Spain. These laws set out a
detailed plan for new cities, which prescribed, that development should emanate from a
central plaza and proceed outward in a symmetrical manner. Following the independence of
Mexico from Spain, San Antonio was controlled by the Laws and Decrees of Coahmla and
Texas, which regulated town planning in the territor)- and were similar to the Laws of the
Indies.
Shortly after the birth of the Republic in 1836, the Texas Congress initiated legislation
allowing San Antonio to incorporate and receive a state charter. This gave the Ciu greater
control over its developmental destiny, but it was not until the eady part of the Twentieth
Century that master planning was given official governmental sanction.
Work on San Antonio's first master plan began in 1929; when Cit)' Commissioners
contracted with Harland Bartholomew and Associates of St 1-ouis, Missouri, for
development of a master plan. Delayed by the Depression, the Plan was approved in 1933
after nearly four years of work. The 1933 Master Plan advocated major proposals in six
areas: streets, transportation, transit, parks and recreation, zoning and civic art. In the plan,
Bartholomew and Associates proposed rules for the subdivision of land, the tabulation of
major street widths, and a zoning ordinance. Rehabilitation of the San Antonio River was
one of the plan's major goals.
All of San Antonio's long history is tied to water and to the San Antonio River. The real
beginning of the River Walk occurred in 1921. In September of that year, a devastating flood
nearly destroyed downtown San Antonio, which rests in a flood plain. Citizens demanded
that the Cit)' governments take steps to prevent future floods. An engineering firm was
commissioned to solve the problem. The commission proposed an upstream dam (the
Ohnos Dam) to establish a retention basin. An additional proposal was to fill in die oxbow,
the bend area of the River (now the Ri\ er Walk) by concreting it o\ er and making it a sewer.
This proposal created almost as much controversy as the original problem of flooding.

The San Antonio Conservation Societ}' organized the fight to save the ri\ er bend with their
puppet show entitied "The Goose That Laid the Golden Egg." They argued to maintain the
river bend and advocated conservation of its banks into a city park
The River Park concept also was the dream and the v-ision of a young architect named
Robert H.H. Hugman who was not only a fme draftsman but also an excellent salesman. In
June of 1929, he gave City Commissioners a stirring speech tided "The Shops of Aragon and
Romula" in which he described his vision of cobblestone walks and small shops, footbridges,
apartments, and cafes similar to the narrow winding streets of the old cities of Spain.
Today, much of the City's activit)- is occurring in downtown as well as in the suburbs.
Ri\ercenter Mall was opened in 1988 with two major department stores, a 1000-room
Marriott Hotel as well as shops, restaurants and a river extension into the heart of the mail.
The City of San Antonio, through an urban development action grant, extended the River
into the mall and developed a park area along the banks. Nearb)', the Cit}- is again expanding
its Convention Center, doubling the exhibit space of 250,000 square feet and contemplating
the construction of another 1000-room hotel. Annually, San Antonio hosts more than a
1000 conventions. More than 10 million people \isit the city each year. People love to ^isit
San Antonio because it is exotic and cultural, yet safe and familiar. Downtown and Ri-\er
Walk are safe places to \isit, with a bike patrol; foot patrol and a growing residential feel.
Development of the River Walk was a slow process, but it has e\oIved pleasantiy over time.
The River Walk is now over 55 years old. Hugman's BIG IDIiA has been carefuU) followed,
not sla\'ishly but with attention to his details. San Antonio's past and its future will fore\er
be tied to water and the San Antonio River.
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APPENDIX C: SPACE ANALYSIS

PRIMARY ACIU'ITIKS

Drawing/ Painting
There wiU drawing and painting on a variet}' of media and size of media. This activit) will
more than likely consist of some preparing and setting up equipment/supplies and clean up
afterwards.
Photography
This will consist of activities required from the processing of the fikn all the way to the
development and mounting of prints. Since there appears to be a difference between the
process of black and white fdm and color film, 1 will investigate the requirements of black
and white fikn.

Sculpting
This will include the sculpting of clay, stone or other materials. The activities will include
any hand molding or machine usage for sculpting.

Sleeping
Since many artists wtU be working long hours, they will have places to sleep/rest. Also, the
center will ser\ e as b( )th a permanent and visiting 'apartment' for the artists. Therefore.
some artists may be living in the center for extended periods.

Reading/ Ki'tearihinii
There will be some reading for technical/informative and pleasure reading. There will be
reading also done on the artists and the work they produce for the public.

Eating
,\rtists will be able to store/cook full meals in the arts center. They will be eating food
either in a dining area, or in their studio spaces.

Observing/ Ustening
Since there will be a variet)- of arts being done, it is important that other artist have some
access to either listen or see what is being created in order to artistically gain from working in
the center.

SFXX )\DAR^• .ACTIVITIES

Visiting/A rriving
The public is allowed to visit the exhibition spaces and the first space the)- enter will gready
influence their perception of the center.

Information Inquiry
Visitors will more than likely inquire about exhibits, times of operation or other questions.

Security
It is very important that the objects within the art center be protected from loss < n accidental
destruction. Theft can occur while the building is open to the public. The actual removal of
objects can be made more difficult b) the way they are mounted or hung. For example,
pictures suspended on metal rods can be pad-locked.
Securit)- from fire.

Documenting
,\ librarian will keep up and search for new material for the center's librar)-. The librarian
will also do research to help keep the center up to date with artists/actnities/etc.

/;.v/;/fo7 Preparation
For the most part, each artist will be allowed control of his or her exhibit Staff members
will aid in the setup ()f the exhibit.
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Cleaning/ Maintaining
'Hie public spaces will ha\ e to be maintained on a more regular basis. Work areas for artists
win be kept up, but wiU nc )t be as immaculate as the exhibition and lobb) area.

Meeting
Some artists or may want to meet with clients, Directors or within themselves.

Administriilinn
The coordinator will be in charge of maintaining the center in working order. This requires
keeping artists in the center, maintaining records, setting schedules and meeting with the
staff

APPENDIX E: CASE STUDIES

The Torpedo Factory Art Center, created through the joint effort of a group of local
artists and the City of Alexandria, Virginia in 1974, is considered the largest and most
successful visual arts center in the U.S. and is open to the public daily 10 am to 5 pm. The
Factory is located at 105 North Union Street in Old Town jVlexandria, Virginia. The\- have
84 working studios, 8 group studios and 6 galleries. The Art Center is the highhght of the
Cit)-'s re\-italized Potomac River waterfront, attracting approximately 800,000 visitors
annually. ^ c )u can meet some of the more than 165 artists and watch as they create all kinds
of artwork, including painting, potter)-, photography, jewelry, stained glass, fibers,
printmaking, and sculpture. There are even artists who create digital art and musical
instruments at the Torpedo Factory. You may fmd an artist working on a painting, or a
potter throwing a bowl, or a glass artist putting a stained glass window together. The artists
in\ite visitors to join them in their studios, observe their creatne processes, ask questions
and learn about each of their art forms to make your visit an informal educational and fun
experience. The Art League School in the Torpedo Factor) offers classes for children and
adults. Classes for young people are offered after school and in the summer.

The Capacity: The Art Center can accommodate special e\ ents for as few as 90 people i ir
as many as 1200. The capacity for a stand-up event is 700 in the main hall or 1200 if the
entire Art Center is used. For a seated e\-ent with tables, the main hall can accommodate
250, while theater seating on the main floor is available for groups of up to 400. Capacities
may \ar)- slightly with c^•cnt set-ups. Additional arrangements may be made to rent the
bricked area direcdy behind the Art (Center. If this space is used, it is required that a tent be
erected for the event.
The Ambiance: Overall, the Art Center has 71,318 square feet of three stories, and co\ ers
nearly one cit) block. The spacious main hall is a two-stor)- atrium with a balcony
surrounded by the individual studios. Glass walls allow visitors to see artwork in the studios
e\'en when artists are not present. Variable light le\els are available for e\ening events. Built
in 1918 as a factor)- building where the U. S. Na\-)- manufactured torpedo shell cases, the Art
Center today occupies a S4 million reno\ atcd facdit).
Catering, parking, and other practical matters: The Art Center contains a kitchen and
ample set-up space for c\-ents invohing food scr\-ice and is equipped with a loading dock.
Dancing and amplified music are permitted. Guests may choose to use the parking garage
dirccd) across the street from the Art Center or other nearby lots. For persons planning
weddings, receptions, or rehearsal dinners, the .Art Center has a gift and bridal registr)-.
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j Other Media

Manitou Springs Cit)- Planner, Paul Intemann, initiated the Business
of Art
Centerm
1986. He recommended that the Manitou Springs City Council support a "business
incubator" for artists, using as a model the Torpedo Factor)- ,\rt Center in Alexandria,
Virginia. Through a powerful and unprecedented effort, which brought together people
from all facets of the community - the Business of Art Center opened its doors in October
of 1988. The BAC is situated in a renovated landmark building in Manitou Springs Central
Business District provides 13,000 square feet for nine professionally equipped studios, 3
exhibition spaces, a retail shop, conference/classrooms and office space. In addition, 12,000
exterior square feet provide space for parking, handicapped access, kiln yard, and sculpture
garden. Located in the historic town of Manitou Springs, a picturesque communit)- of about
5,000 at the foot of Pikes Peak. The Business of Art Center is surrounded by vast mountain
beaut), hiking trails, se\-eral creeks, mineral springs and the architectural diversit\- of the
Manitou Springs Historic District providing an unsurpassed environment, which has always
attracted creati\e thinkers and artists. The BAC has had o\-cr 1,300 members; their total
current membership is approximately 350 people.
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APPENDIX F: PICTURES
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Solana Dallas,TX. Ricardo Legoretta Architect
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